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We present general considerations and a summarized discussion of the question of the very
rapid relaxation processes that follow in the photoinjected plasma in semiconductors, phe-
nomena that can be experimentally studied via ultrafast laser spectroscopy.

I. Introduction

Studies of the optical and transport properties of

semiconductors under high levels of excitation have

shown a pleiad of novel and quite interesting features

evidenced in ultrafast laser spectroscopy (UFLS). This

powerful experimental technique involves the interac-

tion of matter with radiation, which is one of the most

studied areas of physics and has played a decisive role

in the development of modern physics at the beginning

of this century. However, until the second half of this

century, all processes investigated have been associated

with weak radiation �elds for which the usual pertur-

bation theory, and the accompanying linear response

theory near equilibrium, is applicable. Although this

approach has been remarkably successful in explaining

a great variety of phenomena, in the last decades - and

in the present one approaching the end of the twenti-

eth century - the new and greatly improved technolog-

ical situation involving the advent of lasers, providing

us with sources of intense electromagnetic radiation,

requires new and sophisticated theoretical approaches,

that is, a response theory capable to deal with arbitrar-

ily far-from-equilibriumsystems. Moreover, the notable

improvements in time-resolved laser spectroscopy have

made it a very useful tool to be used with a high degree

of con�dence in the investigation of very rapid micro-

scopic mechanisms in the physical and biological realms

(see for example Refs [1] to [5] and, evidently, the other

articles in this special Section of the Braz. J. Phys.).

In particular, ultrafast responses and functioning

under far-from-equilibrium conditions in semiconduc-

tor systems pose new, interesting, and quite engaging

problems in the physics of condensed matter. These

systems, as we have already emphasized in several oc-

casions, become an extremely useful testing ground for

theoretical ideas in the domain of nonequilibrium sta-

tistical thermodynamics of many-body systems. Be-

sides the interest in the cormprehension of the basic

physical principles underlying these signi�cant situa-

tions, there exists a parallel relevant technological in-

terest arising out of the fact that semiconductors work-

ing in nonequilibrium conditions have multiple practi-

cal applications in electronic devices. Picosecond and

femtosecond laser spectroscopy allows to probe ultra-

fast nonlinear irreversible processes in matter, thus pro-

viding an extremely adequate and sophisticated exper-

imental instrument for the study of the nonequilibrium

thermodynamic evolution of highly excited semiconduc-

tor samples.

The theories appropriate for the treatement of

these far-from-equilibrium many-body systems ought

to make it possible to determine the detailed time

evolution of the nonlinear irreversible processes that

take place in the system while it is probed. This is

a quite attractive and actual problem connected with

the nonequilibrium nonlinear statistical mechanics and

thermodynamics of dynamical processes. UFLS stud-

ies of the highly photoexcited plasma in semiconduc-

tors (HEPS, which consists of electron and hole pairs

- as mobile carriers - created by an intense laser pulse

which are moving in the background of lattice vibra-

tions) have received particular attention along the last

decades. These studies provide information on the ki-

netic of relaxation of the photoexcited carriers and of

the nonequilibrium phonon �eld, as well as on ultrafast
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transient transport. We present in this article a brief

description of some aspects of the ultrafast phenomena

in HESP that can be experimentally stdied by means of

UFLS. In next section is presented a tentatively clarify-

ing discussion of topics which have been reviewed with

some detail in Refs. [6] to [9].

Before proceeding further, and closing this short In-

troduction, we recall our previous statement that we

are dealing with open systems in far-from-equilibrium

conditions, thus requiring a theoretical approach based

on a nonlinear nonequilibrium thermodynamics, and

an accompaning statistical mechanics, able to account

for the rapid time evolution of the dissipative processes

that unfold in these systems. In this context it is quite

appropriate to quote Ryogo Kubo's statement in the

oppening address of the Oji Seminar[10]: \statistical

mechanics of nonlinear nonequilibrium phenomena is

just in its infancy [and] further progress can only be

hoped by close cooperation with experiment". UFLS

is a precious tool to carry on Kubo's advice, and we

may add that since 1978, the year the above sentence

was expressed, a good deal of progress have been at-

tained in the development of nonequilibrium statisti-

cal mechanics and irreversible thermodynamics. Con-

cerning the �rst one we may mention the construc-

tion of a generalized Gibbs - Boltzmann - style algo-

rithm in the context of Jaynes' Predictive Statistical

Mechanics[11], the so-called Nonequilibrium Statistical

Operator Method (NESOM), reviewed in Refs [12] and

[13]. On the other hand, irreversible thermodynamics is

dealt with at the phenomenological level in the frame-

work of several approaches, a quite promissing one con-

sisting in the so-called Extended Irreversible Thermo-

dynamics (see for exemple Refs. [14] and [15]), and its

microscopic foundation at the mechano-statistical level,

namely the so-called Informational Statistical Thermo-

dynamics (sometimes refered to as Information - the-

oretic Thermodynamics, briey and partially reviewed

in Refs [16] and [17], with applications of it in semicon-

ductor physics reported in Refs [18] to [23]).

II. Ultrafast relaxation kinetics in heps

Let us now consider explicitly the case of highly ex-

cited plasma in semiconductors. These are quite inter-

esting physical systems, among other reasons, because

of the exibility in the choice of a number of parameters

such as Fermi energy, plasma frequency, energy disper-

sion relations, cyclotron frequency, di�erent types of

carriers and e�ective masses, etc.[24]. In this plasma in

solid state the presence of the lattice introduces notice-

able di�erences in comparison with a gaseous plasma.

Typically it produces a background dielectric constant

of the order of 10, and exciton e�ective masses one

tenth the value of the free electron mass. Thus, the

characteristic atomic units for length and energy, the

Bohr radius and the Rydberg, become the excitonic ra-

dius, rx, and excitonic Rydberg, Rx
y which are roughly

100 times larger and a hundreth times smaller than the

corresponding atomic units respectively. Hence, the so-

called metallic densities, namely, situations when the

intercarrier spacing, rs, measured in units of rx, is in

the range 1 to 5 [25 - 27], arise at quite accessible lab-

oratory conditions for concentrations of roughly 1016

carriers per cm3 and up.

Figure 1. Schematic description of a pump-probe experi-

ment in UFLS performed on a semiconductor sample. Sev-

eral channels involving energy transfer are indicated.

In Fig. 1 we depict the situation to be expected in a

typical pump-probe experiment. It describes a sample

consisting of a direct-gap polar semiconductor where a

concentration n of electron-hole pairs is generated by

a pulse of intense laser light. Direct absorption of one

photon occurs if ~!L > EG where !L is the laser fre-

quency and EG the semiconductor energy gap. Excita-

tion by means of nonlinear e�ects such as two-photon

absorption or second harmonic generation, (~!L < EG

but 2~!L > EG) allows for bulk excitation with a good

degree of homogeneity. The sample is illuminated by

a second laser (probe) of weak intensity, so as to avoid

any noticeable modi�cation of the nonequilibrium state

of the system produced by the intense pulse from the

pumping laser, and an optical response is recorded.

Measurements of luminescence do not require a laser

probe.
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On absorption of the pumped laser light electrons

make transitions from the valence band to the conduc-

tion band. These carriers (electrons and holes), with

a concentration n, are initially narrowly distributed

around the energy levels centered on, say, �e in the

conduction band and �h in the valence band, with

�e � �h ' ~!L (or 2~!L): Next they are rapidly redis-

tributed in energy space due to the strong long-range

Coulomb interaction among them[28;29]. Fig. 2 provides

a description of the nonequilibrium phase diagram of a

photoexcited semiconductor.

Once the experiment is set, as described by Fig. 1,

the connection with theory proceeds via a response

function theory. For systems slightly deviated from

equilibrium exact close expressions for their response

functions to mechanical perturbations can be obtained

in the form of correlation functions in equilibrium[30]. A

practical way to calculate them is the double-time ther-

modynamic Green function formalism of Bogoliubov

and Tyablikov, described in an already classic paper

by Zubarev[31]. The actual calculation may be di�-

cult for the case of interacting many-body systems but

it is formally closed at this level. However, measure-

ments can be performed on systems strongly departed

from equilibrium, when the responses of the systems de-

pend on their instantaneous and local nonequilibrium

state, as it is the case of highly excited semiconductors

when spectra obtained by means of ultrafast laser spec-

troscopy depend on the characteristics of the nonequi-

librium distributions of the elementary excitations dur-

ing the lapse of instrumental-resolution time.

Figure 2. Schematic description of the nonequilibrium phase

diagram of the carrier system in a photoexcited semicon-

ductor. In the ordinate, the e�ective temperature amounts

to a measure of the kinetic energy in excess of equilibrium

pumped by the laser source.

Hence, the traditional response function theory

needs be replaced by another capable to incorporate

these features. A natural generalization rests on the use

of scattering theory in conjunction with the nonequilib-

rium statistical operator method as described in [12].

The calculation is not di�cult, and for scattering

event, involving an energy transfer ~!, the rate of tran-

sition probability at time t is given by[12]

c

W(!jt) =
1

~2

Z t

�1

dt0e�i!(t
0
�t)TrfRy(t0 � t)R(0)��(t) +C:C: ; (1)

d

where we have assumed adiabatic application of the

perturbation in the remote past and ��(t) is the sta-

tistical distribution (nonequilibrium statistical opera-

tor) in Zubarev's approach to the NESOM[32�34]. Near

equilibrium conditions, when ��(t) can be taken as the

canonical distribution, eq. (1) goes over the well known

results for the temperature-dependent rate of transition

probability[35;36]. Moreover, R(� ) is the scattering op-

erator de�ned by

R(� ) = �V (� )

�
1 +

1

i~

Z �

�1

dt0R(t0)e�i!t
0

�
; (2)
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where �V (� ) is the interaction potential between the sys-

tem and the probe, and all operators are given in the

interaction representation. It may be noticed that for

a practical way to calculate the correlation function in

eq. (1) one may resort to the use of nonequilibrium

thermodynamic retarded Green functions[12;37].

Di�erently to the case of experiments performed

near equilibrium, eq. (1) is not closed in itself but

is coupled to the set of nonlinear transport equations

which describe the nonequilibriummacroscopic state of

the system, which are of the form

d

dt
Qj(t) =

1X
k=0

J
(k)
j (t) : (3)

Here Q1(t); Q2(t); :::; Qn(t) are the set of n variables

which describe the macroscopic state of the system on

the time-scale determined by the experimental condi-

tions. The right hand side of eq. (3) consists into an

expansion in a series of collision operators of increasing

power in the interaction strengths as described in Ref.

[38].

Once a HEPS has been created, to describe its

macroscopic state it is a prerequisite to de�ne a ba-

sis set of macrovariables, the Qj(t) in eq. (3). As a

general rule, according to the method, one chooses a

set of variables to which one has direct or indirect ac-

cess in the measurement procedure restricted by the

experimental set up. In Fig. 1 the main energy re-

laxation channels between the sample subsystems and

between these and external reservoirs (thermostat and

pumping laser) are indicated. Since the recorded spec-

tra is averaged over the �nite volume observed by the

measuring apparatus there is no experimental access to

the local hydrodynamic properties of the HEPS. The

characterization of the macroscopic state of the sys-

tem is a crucial step in the theory. This question has

been discussed elsewhere[12;16;39], and, for the particu-

lar case of the HEPS in Ref. [40]. Fig. 3 reproduces

the chain of successive contracted descriptions appro-

priate for HEPS, and in what follows we concentrate

the attention in the so-called second kinetic stage, the

one present in typical pump-probe experiments, which

we proceed to describe.

Figure 3. Schematic description of the successive kinetic
stages in HEPS along its evolution in a pump-probe exper-
iment (After Ref. [40]).

In this second kinetic stage (arising roughly in the

pico- to sub-pico-second time scale after creation of the

pairs) the energy and momentum in excess of equilib-

rium received by the carriers are redistributed among

these carriers due to, mainly, carrier-carrier scattering

- that is, the strong and long-range Coulomb interac-

tion. As a consequence, in such time scale, there follows

internal thermalization of the carrier system, whose sta-

tistical thermodynamic state can then be characterized

by instantaneous distributions functions of the Fermi -

Dirac type (which, however, can be very well approxi-

mated in the usual experimental conditions by a semi-

classical Maxwell - Boltzmann - type one), depending

on a nonequilibrium temperature - to be called qu-

asitemperature - T �c (t), and quasichemical potentials
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�e(t) and �h(t) for electrons and holes respectively.

Some additional comments are worth at this point. As

described in Fig. 3 for ultrashort delay times the carrier

system is to be described in terms of the nonequilibrium

distribution function in energy space. The more mobile

electrons acquire internal thermalization in the subpi-

cosecond scale as shown in Refs [28] and [29], and what

can also be estimated from the following expression for

the electron - electron time between collisions[26]

1

�ee
=

80

r3s
(m�=�20)(T

�=TF )
2 � 1015sec�1 ; (4)

once it is adjudicated to the carriers an e�ective tem-

perature T � to measure their kinetic energy in excess

of equilibrium. In eq. (4), rs is the carrier spacing in

units of the excitonic radius, TF the Fermi temperature,

m� the e�ective mass in units of the free-electron mass,

and �0 the static background dielectric constant. The

internal thermalization of the more massive holes, and

of them with electrons, follows in times which are a

few multiples of the electron - electron time between

collisions. For, say, T �e � 1000K, T �h � 400K, and

n � 1018cm�3, we can estimate that �ee � 0:1 ps, and

�hh � 0.5 ps, while for smaller excitation energy, say

T �e �400K and T �h � 200K, it follows that �ee � 0.5ps

and �hh � 2 ps. We recall that the second kinetic stage

corresponds to mutual themalization of both types of

carriers at a unique quasitemperature T �c (t), which, as

time passes, keeps decreasing due to the rapid process

in which the carriers lose large part of their excess ki-

netic energy due to optical - phonon emission. This

decrease in Tc proceeds until optical phonons are no

longer e�cient at removing the carrier's excess energy,

and the system enters the third kinetic stage.

It is relevant to notice that in the second kinetic

stage, di�erently to the case of the carriers, the nonequi-

librium statistical thermodynamic state of the optical

phonons is described in terms of the phonon popula-

tions per mode, �~q(t). The kinetic of relaxation of the

optical phonons shows interesting features. First, the

optical phonons acquire populations in excess of equi-

librium which are strongly peaked in a restricted o�-

center portion of the Brillouin zone, what is a result of

the priviledged production of phonons in that region,

as shown in Fig. 4. This particular characteristic leads

to the phenomenon dubbed as \hot phonon temper-

ature overshoot", namely, that the quasitemperatures

adjudicated to each of a particular set of excited modes

become larger than the carrier quasitemperature[41;42].

Figure 4. Reciprocal of the rate of LO-phonon production

due to scattering with carriers via Fr�ohlich interaction as a

function of phonon wavenumber, for direct gap polar semi-

conductors. All quantities are in reduced units, !� and ��
(� = e or h): For GaAs, �e ' 36�A; ~!0=kB ' 429K (After

Ref. [9]).

After the mutual thermalization of carriers and op-

tical phonons in the ten-fold picosecond scale (enter-

ing the third kinetic stage), both carriers and opti-

cal phonons keep cooling througll emission of acoustic

phonons, followed by heat di�usion from the latter to

the thermal reservoir. It should be noticed that, once

it has been set up a good thermal contact between the

sample and the external reservoir, the acoustic phonons

pratically remain in near equilibrium with the latter

throughout the evolution of the relaxation processes

that develop in the medium. Concerning the carriers'

concentration, it ought to be noticed that it keeps de-

creasing due to recombination (in the nanosecond time

scale), and di�usion out of the active volume of the

sample (in the ten-fold picosecond time scale)[43;44]. Af-

ter this brief revision on the kinetics of relaxation in

HEPS, we proceed to present several illustrative exam-

ples showing experimental results and the accompany-

ing theoretical calculations performed in the framework

of the NESOM.
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III. Illustrative examples

We consider exclusively the case of GaAs samples,

and we begin with the case of experiments measur-

ing ultrafast luminescence spectra. Typical results are

shown in Fig. 5 [45]. According to the response func-

tion theory based on the NESOM, the time-resolved

luminescence spectra is given by

I(!jt) = �(!jt) expf�(~! �EG)=kBT
�
c (t)g ; (5)

viz., of the form of an instantaneous Shockley - Rosh-

broke relation[46], where � is an instantaneous absorp-

tion coe�cient. Since the latter is weakly dependent

on frequency on the high frequency side of the spec-

trum, in this region the angular coe�cient of the slope

of ln I(!jt) provides a measurement of the carrier qu-

asitemperature T �c . Clearly, as inspection of Fig. 5 re-

veals, while time evolves this quasitemperature keeps

decreasing as expected, consequence of the dissipative

relaxation processes that develop in the medium as dis-

cussed in the previous section. Therefore, we are thus

provided with a \thermometric device" to measure this

nonequilibrium temperature (the carriers' quasitemper-

ature in our nomenclature). This is speci�cally illus-

trated in Fig. 6, where the dots are from the experimen-

tal data of Ref [47], and the full line is a calculation of

T �c (t) in NESOM. Agreement of experiment and theory

is very good.

We stress at this point that the overall behaviour of

the system is strongly dependent on the experimental

conditions. For example, at high levels of photoinjected

carrier concentration it has been noticed a slowing down

in the cooling of these carriers, accompanied by a large

than expected duration of this cooling, viz. the observa-

tion in the curve displaying the evolution of the carrier

quasitemperature of a nearly plateau (with a �100 ps

duration) instead of an otherwise rapid decay. Two pos-

sible mechanisms have been suggested to explain these

e�ects. One is the screening of the electron-phonon

interaction, and the other the already referred to phe-

nomenon of \hot phonon temperature overshoot", that

is, a one associated to the kinetic that governs the evo-

lution of the distribution of phonons, which enhances

phonon reabsorption by the carrier system thus reduc-

ing the rate of cooling of the latter[48;49]. It has been

shown that both e�ects have in fact an inuence of the

kind, but that a third one also contributes for such slow-

ing down in the carriers' cooling procedure, namely the

inuence of di�usion of carriers out of the active volume

of the sample[43;44]. This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where

dots are experimental points provided by the work of

Ref. [50] and the full curve is a calculation in NE-

SOM. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the carriers' density

clearly showing the inuence of di�usion, which is the

main responsible for the decrease in concentration at

these short delay times when the recombination e�ect

is weak.

Figure 5. Time resolved luminescence spectra in CdSe (Af-
ter Ref. [45]).

This question of di�usion belong to the �eld of the

thermo-hydrodynamics of HEPS. We do not pursue this

topic further in this communication, and simply refer

the reader that may be interested in the subject, to
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forthcoming papers dealing with propagation of mat-

ter and of energy (di�usion, second sound, etc) in the

carrier system[51;52] and in the phonon �eld[53].

Moreover, an interesting topic is the case of a HEPS

in the presence of electric �elds, leading to the subject

of nonlinear charge transport in these systems. A study

of this question including a derivation of a generalized

Einstein relation (that is, one connecting the di�usion

coe�cient and mobility) is presented elsewhere[54;55].

Figure 6. Evolution of the carrier quasitemperature. Dots

are experimental data from Ref. [47].

Finally, we consider the kinetic of evolution of the

optical-phonon system. As already noticed, the optical

phonons, initialy in a equilibrium state, depart from

this condition as a result of the gain of energy which

they are receiving from the nonequilibrated photoin-

jected carriers. The energy transfer proceeds via defor-

mation and Fr�ohlich potential interactions, and it has

already been noted that this transfer is highly asymmet-

rical in the Brillouin zone, as described in Fig. 4 for the

case of LO phonons when Frohlich interaction predom-

inates. Fig. 4 tells us that the rate of production of LO

phonons increases with diminishing wavenumber until

a maximum is reached (a minimum of its inverse in the

�gure) and next it again decreases as the wavenumber

approaches the zone center. Hence, as already pointed

out, there is an o�-center (small) region of reciprocal

space where the rate of production of LO phonons in

excess of equilibrium is large, whereas it is small near

the zone center and for intermediate to large wavenum-

bers. Similar behavior is obtained in the case of TO

phonons, when the deformation potential is in action.

Figure 7. Evolution of the carrier quasitemperature. The

upper curve is calculated with the e�ect of ambipolar dif-

fusion taken into account, while in the lower curve (dashed

line) this e�ect is neglected. The arrow indicates the end

of the laser pulse, and the dots are experimental data from

Ref. [50].

Figure 8. Evolution of the photoinjected carrier density.

Dots are experimental data from Ref. [50].

The evolution in time of the phonon populations

is obtained in time-resolved Raman scattering experi-

ments, through the ratio of the intensity of anti-Stokes

to Stokes bands, namely

IS
IAS

=
�~q(t) + 1

�~q(t)
: (6)

A quasitemperature for mode T �~q (t) is de�ned by the

relation
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�~q(t) = [expf~!~q=kBT
�
~q (t)g � 1]�1 (7)

and Fig. 9 illustrates a particular case, where dots are

experimental points from Ref. [56], and the full line

is the corresponding calculation in NESOM. Finally, in

Fig. 10, it is evidenced the phenomenon of \hot phonon

temperature overshoot" in a calculation in HEPS[41], a

phenomenon observed as reported in Ref. [42]. It is

worth noticing that these results also shown that mu-

tual thermalization of carriers and optical phonons fol-

lows in the ten-fold picosecond time scale, as already

anticipated in an earlier section.

Figure 9. Evolution of the LO-phonon quasitemperature

corresponding to the mode q = 7:6 � 105cm�1 in GaAs.

Dots are experimental data from Ref. [56].

Figure 10. Evolution of the quasitemperature of several

modes in GaAs, illustrating the phenomenon of \hot phonon

temperature overshoot", and the mutual thermalization of

carriers and phonons in the ten-fold picosecond scale (After

Ref. [41]).

IV. Concluding remarks

As already stated in the Abstract, we are contribut-

ing to this special Section of the Braz. J. Phys. on Ul-

trafast Phenomena, with a general presentation - free

of technical details which can be consulted in the refer-

encies indicated in each case - partially describing the

main aspects of the signi�cant problem of ultrafast re-

laxation phenomena in HEPS, which can be experimen-

tally evidenced and studied resorting to UFLS. We once

again stress the quite important fact that this kind of

research is of great relevance, on the one side to the

technological area of semiconductor devices, and on the

other for the understanding of basic concepts, and to

test and apprise powerful theoretical approaches, in the

physics of many-body systems in arbitrary nonequilib-

rium conditions and subject to nonlinear kinetic laws

ror the description of their statistical thermodynamical

state.

In conclusion we would like to acknowledge �nan-

cial support that in di�erent occasions was provided

to our Group by FAPESP, CNPq, FAEP-UNICAMP,

IBM-Brasil, and the John Simon Guggenheim Memo-

rial Foundation. The authors are CNPq research fel-

lows.
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